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The word embedding craze

Since 2013 there has been a huge amount of interest in word
embeddings, and they have been applied to numerous problems
and domains.

C. Manning (2015): don’t just use word embeddings to gain a few
accuracy points. Instead, ask interesting scientific questions (e.g.
diachronic semantic change)

Diachronic (“across time”) corpora are collections of text with a
natural time component, e.g. time-stamped news articles.

Talk Overview

1. Background: diachronic word embeddings

2. Recent work: quantifying and analyzing semantic change

3. My work: linear transformations and temporal word analogies
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What are word embeddings?
Word embeddings are low-dimensional (e.g. d = 200) vector
representations of words, based on the distributional contexts in
which words appear. (Think of a large, sparse n-by-n word
co-occurrence matrix reduced to a dense n-by-d matrix.)

Word embeddings can capture semantic and morphosyntactic
properties of words.

(Mikolov et al. 2013)

I Vector operations (e.g. addition)

I Cosine similarity (neighbors, clustering)
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What is semantic change?

Word usage changes over time in various ways (e.g. frequency,
syntactic function, semantic meaning): distributional methods are
best applied to “meaning” questions.

Over time, the meaning of an utterance can change due to

1. Changes in the linguistic system (e.g. English)
e.g. an awful sight to behold (1850 vs 2016)

2. Changes in the state of the world
e.g. the president of the United States (1850 vs 2016)

Examples of words whose meaning has changed recently:

I cell (“chamber” → “organism” → “phone”)

I gay (“happy” → “homosexual”)

I like (verb/adverb → DPM/quotative)
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Why use diachronic word embeddings?

Reasons for linguists (Sagi et al. 2011):

1. Objectively make observations and quantify results without human
judgments.

2. Precisely and efficiently analyze large corpora in their entirety.

3. Detect interesting trends with no a priori focus.

Reasons for data scientists:

1. It’s interesting: what are you going to do with all those word
embeddings anyway?

2. It’s challenging: time series aspect adds a dimension to word
embeddings that is not fully explored.
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How to use diachronic word embeddings

1. Break corpus into slices
(e.g. 10-year chunks of a 200-year corpus)

2. Train an embedding model for each slice
(e.g. run word2vec)

3. Align the model spaces so that they can be compared
(e.g. linear regression)

4. Measure change in vectors
(e.g. cosine similarity)
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Kim et al. 2014
Temporal analysis of language through neural language models

I Google Books Ngrams (1900-2009)

I Initialize embeddings with prior-year values before training

Two types of time series:

1. Similarity with neighbors 2. Similarity with self
(“cell”)
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Kulkarni et al. 2015
Statistically significant detection of linguistic change

I Align vector spaces per-word via local linear regression

I Detect changepoints using both frequency and embedding
time series
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Kulkarni et al. 2015
Statistically significant detection of linguistic change
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Hamilton et al. 2016
Diachronic word embeddings reveal historical laws of semantic change

Thorough analysis:

I Compare embedding methods (PPMI, SVD, SGNS)

I Data sets (Google, COHA, English, French, German, Chinese)

I Align spaces with orthogonal Procrustes

I Verify known changes and discover new ones

Evidence supports two “laws”:

I The Law of Conformity: high-frequency words change less

I The Law of Innovation: polysemous words change more
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My project: NY Times and lexical replacement

1. New York Times Corpus
I Every NYT news article from 1987 - 2006 (20 years)
I 1B words (50M words per year)

2. Train yearly SGNS (word2vec) embeddings

3. Align embeddings using linear regression

4. Look for instances of lexical replacement
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Transforming spaces via linear regression

Construct a transformation T̂ of the source embeddings S
approximating the target embeddings T , via least-squares linear
regression.

I t̂i = Asi + b

I A, b ← Minimize
∑

i ||̂ti − ti||22
I sklearn.linear model.LinearRegression
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Evaluating vector space transformation
Transforming 1987 vectors into 1997 vector space.
Vocabulary size: 182,387 (1987); 167,787 (1997); 101,516 (overlap)
Self-similarity = 1

N

∑
i cosine(̂ti, ti)
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Transforming over multiple years

Transformations are moderately better when the source and target
years are close to one another.

Source Target Diff Mean Similarity

1996 1997 1 year 0.517
1987 1997 10 years 0.487
1987 2005 18 years 0.474

Questions:

I Is direct transformation over long time spans better than
multiple piecewise transformations?

I How does linear regression compare to Hamilton’s method?
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Neighborhoods after transformation

Nearest neighbors for the token clinton.

S1987 T1997 T̂1987→1997

0 clinton clinton clinton

1 de witt clintons de witt
2 gov bill president clinton bennington
3 montague streets gore bedford
4 gauldin white house livingston
5 stoneking clintons aides township nj
6 bedford president clintons poughkeepsie
7 99unit coop presidents somerville
8 allain lott farmington
9 hamilton township mccurry south norwalk
10 preservation society clinton administration newburgh
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Neighborhoods after transformation

Nearest neighbors for the token reagan.

S1987 T1997 T̂1987→1997

0 reagan reagan reagan

1 reagans ronald reagan reagans
2 president reagan ronald reagans president reagan
3 white house bush administrations white house
4 president reagans george bush presidents
5 presidents bush shultz
6 shultz reagans soviet leader
7 fitzwater jimmy carter mr gorbachev
8 ronald reagan george bushs bush
9 reagans speech bill clinton dole
10 mr gorbachev nixon president reagans
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Temporal word analogies
1987 : reagan :: 1997 : clinton

I Take the vector for reagan from the 1987 vectors (sreagan)

I Apply the (previously fit) linear transformation
(̂treagan = Asreagan + b)

I Find the nearest neighbors from the 1997 vectors (T )

NearestNeighbors(̂treagan, T )

clinton 0.7643
president clinton 0.7087
clintons 0.6540
white house 0.6525
presidents 0.6363
yeltsin 0.6299
gore 0.6243
clintons aides 0.6001
lott 0.5922
reagan 0.5897
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More temporal word analogies

Some additional analogies that I’ve verified:

1987 1997 Description

koch giuliani NYC mayor
soviet union russia breakup of USSR (1992)
navratilova novotna (hingis) Wimbledon champion
graf novotna (hingis) Wimbledon runner-up

(In 1987 Martina Navratilova defeated Steffi Graf at Wimbledon. In 1997
Martina Hingis defeated Jana Novotná.)
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Unfinished business

I What kind of transformation works best? Need to evaluate
local linear regression vs full-space regression.

I Want to implement a demo. Pre-train all pairwise
transformations?

I Best way to automatically identify / evaluate temporal
analogies?

I So what? What kinds of questions can this answer?
I Epoch detection
I Event detection

1987 : Nancy Reagan :: 2017 : Bill Clinton???
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